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Abstract. Renewable energy is a clean and inexhaustible source of energy, so every year interest in the study
and the search for improvements in production increases. Wind energy is one of the most used sources of energy,
and therefore the need for predictive maintenance management to guarantee the reliability and operability of each
of the wind turbines has become a great study opportunity. In this work, a fault detection system is developed
by applying an anomaly detector based on principal component analysis (PCA), in order to state early warnings
of possible faults in the main bearing. For the development of the model, SCADA data from a wind park in
operation are utilized. The results obtained allow detection of failures even months before the fatal breakdown
occurs. This model requires (to be constructed) only the use of healthy SCADA data, without the need to obtain
the fault history or install additional equipment or sensors that require greater investment. In conclusion, this
proposed strategy provides a tool for the planning and execution of predictive maintenance within wind parks.

1 Introduction

High consumption of fossil fuels increases environmental
pollution and increases the effects of climate change. For this
reason, it is important to deepen the study and development
of renewable energies to achieve a green energy economy
(Baloch et al., 2022; May, 2017). Some authors, such as Yii
and Geetha (2017) and Kang et al. (2020), focus their re-
search on the fact that technological innovation reduces en-
vironmental degradation and reduces the effects of pollution.
It can be seen from the documents of the International En-
ergy Agency of 2019 that the amount of renewable energy
as a supply of the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development) reached 10.8 % of its primary
energy. Similarly, renewable energy is expected to provide
one-third of total energy generation by 2035. This growth
motivates the study and implementation of new technologies
and algorithms for their development (Q. Wang et al., 2022).

One of the topics that has caught the interest of many re-
searchers is the development of new technologies that al-
low for improved maintenance management in wind tur-
bines (WTs), since a good maintenance strategy is the ba-
sis for supporting production with reliability, safety, environ-
mental preservation, and adequate costs. In addition, it guar-
antees continuous operation and avoids economic losses due
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to emergency stops or equipment damage (Velmurugan and
Dhingra, 2015).

According to May et al. (2015), operating and mainte-
nance costs regularly represent 30 % of the total cost of in-
dustrial plants, so poor management or maintenance gener-
ates additional costs that can significantly affect their op-
eration and economy. Currently, there are different mainte-
nance strategies, such as corrective, preventive, predictive,
and proactive (Bahar et al., 2021; Velmurugan and Dhingra,
2015). In general, wind parks use preventive and corrective
maintenance; however, considering industrial environments,
where stops can cause large losses (Hu and Chen, 2020), pre-
dictive maintenance is becoming a method of growing inter-
est, especially with its new approach geared toward the use
of industry 4.0 standards. This new technology has allowed
integration between physical and digital systems, facilitating
the collection of a large amount of data (Borgi et al., 2017).

Hand in hand with this technology, artificial intelli-
gence (AI) is used, which is based on a set of machines
that, through defined algorithms, develop tasks that would
normally require the intelligence of a person (Jakhar and
Kaur, 2020). In addition, AI techniques such as machine
learning (ML) are applied, which is defined as computa-
tional procedures that with the help of input values allow
a machine to simulate human intelligence by adapting and
learning from its environment without being explicitly pro-
grammed to do so (El Naga and Murphy, 2015). Within this
branch there are different learning models, including normal-
ity models that are trained only with normal data without fail-
ures, i.e., healthy data, which represents a relevant advantage
over a supervised model, which is trained with a history of
previously labeled data between healthy or damaged and thus
learns to predict the output value (Kotsiantis et al., 2006).

Processing and analysis of the data allow for a better un-
derstanding of the behavior and dynamics of the system. Pre-
dictive maintenance allows you to take advantage of this in-
formation to intervene only when the machine really needs
it, providing advantages such as reduced maintenance costs,
emergency stops, inventory, and an increase in the useful life
of spare parts and production efficiency, among others (Peres
et al., 2018; Sezer et al., 2018).

Table 1 shows scientific investigations based on the detec-
tion of failures classified according to the principal compo-
nent or system of the WT, such as the gearbox, the pitch sys-
tem, and the yaw system, among others. Similarly, Table 2
shows the research based on fault detection but classified ac-
cording to the monitoring method used.

For WTs, one of the predominant systems is the super-
visory control and data acquisition (SCADA) and condition
monitoring (CM) system (Artiago et al., 2018; Leite et al.,
2018). CM systems are born from the need to guarantee a
more controlled and safe operation. Most of these systems
available on the market for WTs are mainly based on vi-
bration measurements, or in some works, such as T. Wang
et al. (2019) and Hammed et al. (2009), external variables

and tower oscillations are also analyzed. This system allows
moving from preventive maintenance to predictive mainte-
nance, which, based on the study of behavior, allows a de-
viation to be detected, warning of a possible failure in the
machine. However, its use requires the installation of addi-
tional sensors, which allow the acquisition and analysis of
new variables, which causes an increase in the costs of op-
eration, maintenance, and complexity. Regarding SCADA
data, they have approximately 200 stored variables, which
are acquired with a sampling frequency of 1 Hz, but, in gen-
eral, to optimize space and bandwidth, the variables are only
recorded every 10 min, storing the mean, standard deviation,
minimum, and maximum values of each variable. This infor-
mation, added to the work order records, results in the gener-
ation of complete operation histories, faults, and alarms for
each WT.

Recently, there has been lot of interest in the analysis of
SCADA data because although the system was not developed
for condition monitoring, the extraction of relevant informa-
tion through data analysis and processing can become a great
alternative that allows one to ensure reliability, maintaining
the costs and complexity of the machine, in this case WT.
However, it is necessary to consider relevant points when us-
ing this information, such as the fact that there is great vari-
ability in the data due to changes in environmental conditions
such as wind speed and direction, ambient temperature, and
turbulence, among others. Also, as explained above, in most
cases the data are stored only in 10 min intervals, so there
is a loss of information. At the same time, work order his-
tory and entry are not always standardized and are prone to
human error. Some researchers have already started to use
SCADA data for fault detection in WTs using different tools
and methodologies. As, for example, in Dao et al. (2018),
methodologies based on SCADA data cointegration analysis
are presented for condition monitoring and fault diagnosis,
using data obtained from a single WT with a nominal power
of 2 MW under environmental and operating conditions. In
Xiang et al. (2021) an early warning model for fault detection
is proposed, using a convolutional neural network (CNN) and
an attention mechanism (AM) based on a long short-term
memory (LSTM) neural network, where SCADA data are
used as input variables and build the CNN and LSTM ar-
chitecture, and AM is applied to strengthen the impact of im-
portant information. Furthermore, with respect to studies on
bearing failures in WT, in Zhang and Wang (2014), a bear-
ing failure detection method based on existing SCADA data
is proposed using an artificial neural network (ANN). Sim-
ilarly, in Encalada-Dávila et al. (2022), a methodology is
shown that detects main bearing failures using a gated re-
current unit (GRU) neural network.

Early detection of main bearing failures of wind turbines
is crucial to guarantee the reliability of the element, as well
as a safer and more efficient operation in wind farms. The
main bearing is one of the most critical components in a WT,
and a failure in it can cause significant damage to other com-
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Table 1. Papers based on the detection of faults classified according to the main component or system of the WT.

1. Gearbox Jiang et al. (2019), Zhang et al. (2012), Teng et al. (2016), Feng et al. (2014), Dameshghi and Refan (2019)
2. Electrical and electronics Kim et al. (2011), Borchersen and Kinnaert (2016), Astolfi et al. (2019)
3. Blades/pitch angle Rezamand et al. (2020), Guo et al. (2021), Oliveira et al. (2020), Ou et al. (2017), Dervilis et al. (2014)
4. Tower Vidal et al. (2020), Nguyen et al. (2015, 2018), Motlagh et al. (2021)
5. Bearing Natili et al. (2021), Encalada-Dávila et al. (2021), Hu et al. (2018), Fuentes et al. (2020), Zhang et al. (2022)
6. Yaw system Chen et al. (2020)

Table 2. Papers of investigations based on fault detection but classified according to the monitoring method used.

1. Temperature (oil, generator, bearing) Fu et al. (2019), Li et al. (2021), Zeng et al. (2020), Guo et al. (2018)

2. SCADA data Xiang et al. (2021), Chacón and Márquez (2021), H. Wang et al. (2019),
Encalada-Dávila et al. (2022), Tutivén et al. (2022), Dao (2022),
Dameshghi and Refan (2019)

3. Vibration signals Son et al. (2018), Ren et al. (2019), Joshuva and Sugumaran (2020),
Xiuli et al. (2018)

4. Electrical signals Dahiya (2018), Zhang and Lu (2019)

5. Acoustic emission Karabacak and Özmen (2022), Yao et al. (2021)

6. Strain measurements Hubbard et al. (2021)

7. Other non-destructive testing X. Wang et al. (2022)

ponents, such as the gearbox, generator, and blades, and re-
sult in downtime and expensive repairs; see Carrol et al.
(2016). Early detection of main bearing failures enables pre-
dictive maintenance, giving maintenance crews time to plan
and schedule repairs during low-wind periods, minimizing
the impact on energy production. Bearing damage in wind
turbines can occur in different locations, including the rings,
raceways, rollers, and cages. The most common types of
bearing damage are related to heat release, which can re-
sult from friction, wear, and cracks; see Harris and Kotzalas
(2006). All of these damage modes can significantly impact
the lifetime of the bearing, which in turn can cause signif-
icant downtime and maintenance costs. Early detection of
bearing damage through monitoring and detection of heat re-
lease can allow for timely repairs and maintenance, minimiz-
ing the impact on the bearing and other components and re-
ducing downtime and maintenance costs. The methodology
proposed in this work aims to detect heat release in the bear-
ings, allowing for early detection and diagnosis of potential
bearing damage.

Although the topic of fault detection in main bearings
of wind turbines has been the focus of numerous studies,
as can be seen from the aforementioned references, in this
paper a novel approach to this problem is presented based
on principal component analysis (PCA) and data mining of
only SCADA data. It should be emphasized that the stated
methodology relies only on exogenous variables (ambient
temperature and wind speed) and the temperature of the main
bearing (internal variable most related to the target com-

ponent, the main bearing), facilitating the isolation of the
faults that influence that one internal variable. In addition,
all variables used in the strategy are readily available in all
industrial-size wind farms (both older and newer), making
it a practical and cost-effective solution for early fault de-
tection. Cost is a critical factor in the renewable energy in-
dustry, and wind turbines are no exception. While advanced
sensors and machine learning methods can provide more ac-
curate and comprehensive data on wind turbine health, they
also come with a higher price tag. In contrast, the proposed
approach aims to offer a more affordable solution that can
be easily adopted by wind farms that lack condition monitor-
ing systems. This approach may be particularly beneficial for
older wind turbines that lack the built-in sensors and moni-
toring capabilities of newer models. By extending the opera-
tion of wind turbines close to their expected service lifetime,
the proposed approach can help wind farms generate more
electricity and revenue over time. This not only improves the
profitability of the wind park, but also increases the overall
efficiency of the renewable energy sector. The longer a wind
turbine operates, the more energy it generates, and the more
emissions it can help offset. Furthermore, the proposed ap-
proach could help reduce the environmental impact of the re-
newable energy industry. Manufacturing new wind turbines
requires significant amounts of energy and resources, so ex-
tending the life of existing turbines can help to reduce the
need for additional production, promoting a more sustainable
and circular economy for wind energy.
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Figure 1. Main components of WTs (Jiang et al., 2017).

Table 3. The main technological features of the type of WT in the
wind park considered.

Number of blades 3
Nominal power 2300 kW
Voltage 690 V
Rotor diameter 101 m
Wind class IEC IIb
Swept area 8000 m2

Rotor speed 6–16 rpm
Tower height 80 m
Cut-in wind speed 3–4 m s−1

Rated wind speed 12–13 m s−1

Cut-out wind speed 25 m s−1

Gearbox type three-stage planetary/helical
Gearbox ratio 1 : 91
Power regulation pitch regulation with variable speed

The organization of this article is as follows. The general
description of the wind park is described in Sect. 2. Section 3
presents the acquisition and analysis of the SCADA data
used. In Sect. 4, the preprocessing of the data (data clean-
ing and variable selection) is presented. Then, in Sect. 5, the
anomaly detection algorithm is shown. In Sect. 6, the indi-
cators are analyzed, and the threshold value is defined. The
results are presented and discussed in Sect. 7, and finally, in
Sect. 8, the conclusions are detailed.

2 Wind park description

In this study, data are collected from a wind park composed
of 18 WTs located in Poland. All WTs have the same char-
acteristics, which are detailed in Table 3. Figure 1 shows the
principal components of these WTs.

Technical details of the wind turbines under study are out
of the scope for the analysis presented in this paper. However,
it should be noted that wind turbine design and operation can
impact the performance of fault detection methods. The book
of Hansen (2015), on the aerodynamics of wind turbines,
provides a comprehensive overview of wind turbine design
and operation, including factors that can impact the accuracy
of fault detection methods. Therefore, we encourage readers
who are interested in the technical details of wind turbine
design to refer to this resource.

Regarding the drivetrain configuration, three-point and
four-point suspensions, which refer to one or two main bear-
ings, respectively, are the most common wind turbine driv-
etrain architectures. In the three-point suspension configura-
tion, which is the one used in the wind farm under study, the
rotor is rigidly connected to the main shaft, which is sup-
ported by a single main bearing near the rotor. A shrink disk
typically connects the downwind side of the shaft to the low-
speed stage of the gearbox. The gearbox is supported by two
torque arms that are connected to the bedplate elastically.
These two torque arms, along with the single main bear-
ing, provide a total of three points of support. Furthermore,
there are different types of state-of-the-art main bearings, as
fully explained in Wenske (2022). In particular, the turbines
of this park are equipped with the so-called spherical-roller-
bearing (SRB) type. SRBs are characterized by their outer
raceways being a portion of a sphere. The rollers, in turn, are
shaped so that they closely conform to the inner and outer
raceways. This results in a bearing that is internally self-
aligning and has a high radial load carrying capacity; please
see Hart (2020) for a more detailed explanation.

Finally, each turbine is equipped with a SCADA sys-
tem; thus, plant operators can get an overview of the en-
tire wind park. The main features of the SCADA system
are the following: use of the standard communication pro-
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Table 4. External selected measurements.

Variable Description

AmbieTmp Ambient temperature
A1ExtTmp Ambient temperature (different sensor)
PrWindSp Primary wind speed
SeWindSp Secondary wind speed
AcWindSp Actual wind speed
PriAnemo Primary anemometer reading
SecAnemo Secondary anemometer reading

tocol OPC UA, standardized data structure according to
IEC61400-25, alarm and data history, and online/offline
trends. These SCADA-collected data are used in this work
and are further explained in Sect. 3.

3 Data description, acquisition, and analysis

Wind Park SCADA data were recorded every 10 min from
1 January 2014 to 12 December 2019, obtaining the average,
standard deviation, highest value, and lowest value of the
data sampled from each variable. These variables can be di-
vided into different groups: energy, hydraulic, climatic, con-
trol, and heat emanating from the elements (see Encalada-
Dávila et al., 2021).

For the analysis and development of this work, it was de-
cided to use only the mean of the external SCADA mea-
surements (which can be broadly grouped into the so-called
environmental variables; see Table 4) and the mean of the
variable MainBTmp (low-speed shaft temperature), related
to our failure of interest, with the objective that detection
alerts are not affected by other types of failure other than
the one under study. It is important to know that there is ad-
ditional information (work orders) such as the maintenance
and repair work carried out on each of the turbines, the dates
on which they were carried out, and different references that
help determine which elements were replaced or repaired.
This information allows for the validation of the proposed
methodology.

3.1 Data division

To avoid biases in the normality model to be developed, be-
fore analyzing the data and performing the data preprocess-
ing, it is important to perform the data division.

The data division procedure is a crucial step in any deep
learning model, as it has a very relevant effect on the whole
process. To separate the data for this study, the training data
are selected such that

– the model is trained using only healthy data;

– the model is trained using data from all operating re-
gions of the WT – there is no selection of a specific re-

gion or conditions of operation, or specific year season;
thus, the model is robust to all these variations.

As a result, a normality model is constructed that is tol-
erant to the various environmental and working conditions
of WTs.

Based on the work orders, for this analysis, the selection
of WT number 5 of the wind park (from now on denoted as
“WT5”) is made, since it is known that in 2018 it suffered a
failure of the main bearing, which is the failure of interest in
this work.

For data division, it is taken into account that the main
bearing failure occurs on 11 June 2018, and the model must
be trained for at least 1 year to ensure that it is seasonally ro-
bust. Therefore, according to the conditions detailed above,
the data used to train the model are selected from 1 Jan-
uary 2014 to 11 December 2017, while the test data are se-
lected from 11 December 2017 to 12 December 2019, as
shown in Fig. 2.

It is acknowledged that the availability of almost 3 years
of data may not always be feasible. However, a data length
of this magnitude was deemed necessary to fully capture the
normal operating behavior of the main bearing and to estab-
lish a reliable baseline for fault detection. It was observed
that when using 1 year of training data, the results were simi-
lar, but when the training data were reduced to only 6 months,
the method was incapable of learning a normality model ro-
bust to all wind turbine operating scenarios; see Turnbull et
al. (2022). Therefore, for the proposed approach, a minimum
of 1 year of data is strongly recommended, and the method-
ology will significantly benefit from 2 or 3 years of available
data.

Before performing the preprocessing of the data, the train-
ing data are explored to visualize the behavior of the different
variables, as detailed in Sect. 3.2.

3.2 Exploratory data analysis

Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is a process of analyzing
and understanding the input information and its structure,
selecting relevant variables, cleaning outliers, etc. (Vanawat,
2021). That is, it seeks to explore the data and discover im-
portant information through statistical graphs or some other
visualization method, ensuring the quality and efficiency of
the subsequent analysis (Shin, 2020).

It should be noted that, in general, failure to perform an
EDA on the study data set results in the development of in-
accurate models due to data bias, which are missing or in-
consistent values. Therefore, in this study, the EDA is based
on understanding the behavior of each of the variables rele-
vant to the study, taking into account that only training data
are used. Figure 3 details the behavior of the eight selected
variables, and the following deductions are obtained:

– the plot of the MainBTmp variable shows seasonal vari-
ation as well as A1ExtTmp and AmbieTmp, indicating
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Figure 2. Data splitting for model training and testing.

Figure 3. Exploratory data analysis for the selected variables.

that the low-speed shaft temperature is altered by the
environment temperature;

– the graphs of the SeWindSp and SecAnemo variables
show a very similar behavior – the same is observed for
the variables AcWindSp and PrWindSp;

– in general, all variables show an increase in variations
in wind speed at the same stages, so the measurements
could be affected by wind currents;

– for the PriAnemo variable, it can be observed in its be-
havior that it is a staggered response, where from 2014
to the beginning of 2018 it remained at the value of 1.2
while the remainder remained at almost 0 – this variable
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can be interpreted as an on and off state, so it was de-
cided to eliminate this variable, as it does not provide
relevant information.

To correct for missing values, blanks, or outliers, prepro-
cessing techniques must be used. For this reason, data pre-
processing is proposed, which allows solving the problems
mentioned above by converting them into quality data.

4 Data preprocessing

When working with SCADA data, there is the possibility that
incomplete, inconsistent, unprocessed, or error-prone values
may be present, so preprocessing is of great importance to
ensure data quality through data cleaning and preparation
(García and Luengo, 2015). In this study, data cleaning and
variable selection preprocessing techniques are used and ex-
plained in detail in the next subsections.

4.1 Data cleaning

Data cleaning is based on the determination and correction
of missing or atypical values, where data are treated to give
coherence to the data set (Brownlee, 2020). Several forms
of outlier identification are available. In our study, extreme
values (outliers) were not systematically removed since do-
ing so could lead to a loss of information related to fault de-
tection, as stated in Encalada-Dávila et al. (2021). Instead,
a strategy of defining ranges based on realistic values that
can be obtained by different sensors was adopted. This ap-
proach, which allows potentially useful information to be re-
tained while still addressing the issue of outliers, was chosen.
To ensure appropriate definition of the ranges, non-restrictive
criteria were used that were wide enough to encompass the
majority of the observed data. By adopting this approach, it
is almost ensured that the only outliers removed are those
related to non-working sensors (not well calibrated or with
faults) and/or due to problems with the communication of
the data rather than outliers related to the underlying physical
process being monitored. Table 5 shows the realistic possible
values for each of the selected variables. All detected outliers
are converted to missing values and subsequently filled with
realistic values, preventing data waste and without introduc-
ing errors into the model.

The method described in Encalada-Dávila et al. (2021) is
used for the imputation. To complete the missing data for two
samples, the piecewise cubic Hermite polynomial interpola-
tion method is used, which allows new values to be included,
ensuring that the function will behave monotonically and that
the first derivative will be continuous. Also, since there may
be missing values at the boundaries, the closest data that fol-
low or precede the missing values are used.

An example of the imputation strategy applied to complete
the absent values in the low-speed shaft temperature is de-
tailed in Fig. 4.

Table 5. Range of possible values for each of the variables under
analysis.

Variable Range

AmbieTmp [−19, 43] ◦C
A1ExtTmp [−19, 43] ◦C
MainBTmp [0, 100] ◦C
SeWindSp [0, 23]m s−1

AcWindSp [0, 23]m s−1

PrWindSp [0, 23]m s−1

PriAnemo [0, 24]m s−1

SecAnemo [0, 24]m s−1

Figure 4. Imputation strategy used to fill missing values in the low-
speed shaft temperature (given in degrees Celsius).

4.2 Variable selection

Recall that in Sect. 3 a preselection of variables is carried
out based on the use of exogenous variables and the variable
most related to the failure under study, but when working
with large data sets (in this case several years), a new pro-
cess of selecting variables is needed to reduce the number
of features, eliminating non-informative or redundant vari-
ables that may slow down the development and training of
the model or can also introduce errors (Kim et al., 2011).
Therefore, this procedure is carried out with the objective of
improving the prediction efficiency of the model, providing
faster and more reliable predictions.

One way to determine which variables are useful when
training the model is through a correlation analysis, which
allows one to know the relation between the variables. In
this work, Pearson and Spearman are used. Both Pearson
and Spearman correlation coefficients are measures of the
strength and direction of a linear relationship between two
variables. The Pearson correlation coefficient is used when
both variables are continuous and have a linear relationship.
It measures the degree to which two variables are linearly
related and ranges from −1 (perfect negative correlation) to
1 (perfect positive correlation), with 0 indicating no corre-
lation. The Pearson correlation coefficient assumes that the
data are normally distributed. On the other hand, the Spear-
man correlation coefficient is preferred when the variables
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Figure 5. Pearson correlation heat map of preselected variables (a) and Spearman correlation heat map of preselected variables (b).

are not normally distributed or are ordinal (ranked). It mea-
sures the degree to which two variables are monotonically
related, meaning that they move in the same direction but not
necessarily at a constant rate. Like the Pearson coefficient,
the Spearman correlation coefficient ranges from −1 to 1,
with 0 indicating that there is no correlation.

According to Sabilla et al. (2019) depending on the co-
efficient value, it can be determined whether the correlation
between two variables is strong or weak, considering a strong
relationship for values from 0.50 to 0.69, a very strong rela-
tionship from 0.70 to 0.89, and an almost perfect relationship
from 0.90 to 1.

For the selection of the variables that are to be analyzed
and studied, in this work it has been decided to select vari-
ables with a correlation greater than+0.8 and less than−0.8,
selecting one of them and eliminating the other, given that,
as observed when analyzing the data, there are variables that
offer the same information as others since they are highly
correlated. Therefore, the selected variables are MainBTmp,
SecAnemo, and AmbieTmp, which are described in Table 4.
Figure 5 shows the correlation analysis performed between
all variables.

It is important to consider that to avoid errors due to sea-
sonality, the temperature of the low-speed shaft (MainBTmp)
is subtracted from the environmental temperature (Ambi-
eTmp). As you can see in Sect. 5, the model is trained with
this new processed variable and the SecAnemo variable.

5 Principal component analysis (PCA)

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical technique
widely used for the study of data in almost all scientific ar-
eas (Kurita, 2019). This method is based on determining the

Figure 6. Dimensionality reduction by applying PCA.

most significant base of a given data set to decrease its di-
mensionality for large data sets, simplifying the complexity
of multidimensional spaces while keeping as much informa-
tion as possible (Rodrigo, 2020). Its objective is to be able to
differentiate which features are the most relevant, which are
redundant, and which are just noise (Tibaduiza et al., 2011).

Suppose that there is a sample of n observations with de-
pendent variables that are interrelated and have noise (Jol-
liffe and Cadima et al., 2016), where each has p variables or
dimensions. PCA is expected to obtain hidden and meaning-
ful data from these observations and filter out the noise. To
achieve this purpose, PCA determines a set of new orthog-
onal variables called principal components, z, which are the
result of linear combinations of the initial variables (Kurita,
2019).

In short, with PCA it is possible to describe an observa-
tion for which p values were previously needed with only
z values, where z < p, as shown in Fig. 6.

Suppose that there is a data setX = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ], where
each column is an observation n with p variables or dimen-
sions. The mean vector of the sample x and the sample co-
variance matrix 6 are defined in Eqs. (1) and (2), respec-
tively, where the matrix X̃= [x1− x̃, . . . , xN − x̃].
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x =
1
N

N∑
i=1

xi (1)

6 =
1
N

N∑
i=1

(xi − x) (xi − x)T =
1
N

X̃X̃T (2)

A principal component analysis stands to reason if the
variables have strong correlations, as this is an indication
of the presence of redundant information, and therefore few
components could explain much of the total variance. The se-
lection of the number of components is determined based on
the percent of the variability that is considered appropriate.
The first component collects the greatest possible variability
of the original data, the second collects the maximum possi-
ble variability (in an orthogonal direction to the first one) not
considered by the first, and the following components repeat
it until an adequate variability is reached.

In Kurita (2019), the PCA technique is explained in greater
depth, describing the mathematical formulas used to calcu-
late each principal component and its projection in a new
vector space.

One of the most important applications of PCA is its use
in anomaly detection, where the normalized reconstruction
error (RE) is used as a scoring level to determine whether a
sample is healthy or anomalous. For this study, this technique
is used, as described in Sect. 5.1.

5.1 Anomaly detection with PCA

Anomaly detection with PCA is an unsupervised statistical
strategy to identify anomalous samples present in a set of
data elements, based on RE results (Rodrigo, 2020). In par-
ticular, the goal is to decompose the source data set into its
principal components and then reconstruct the original data
using the necessary principal components.

For this work, the preselected variables are projected using
the PCA strategy, obtaining three principal components.

Equation (3) describes the first principal component,
where aT1 = (a11, . . . , aN1)T is a set of weights for linear
combinations.

y1i = a
T
1 (xi − x) , (i = 1, . . ., N ) (3)

The vector of this component has a tendency in the direc-
tion of the observations with greater variance. The projection
of each observation in that direction represents the value of
the first component of that observation.

For the calculation of the following main components, the
same principle is used iteratively until the original number of
variables, considering that the vector of each next principal
component will represent the next direction in which the data
have more variance and that it should not be correlated with
the previous component, which implies that the direction of
their vectors is orthogonal to each other (Rodrigo, 2020).

Figure 7. Anomaly detection employing PCA RE.

Each new input is processed by the anomaly detector,
where it first calculates the projection of the eigenvector and
then the RE (Microsoft, 2021). The anomaly detection with
PCA indicates that the anomalous elements will be the recon-
structed data that differ the most from their original counter-
parts (see Fig. 7).

Let xn, where n= (1, 2, . . . ,N ) and xnεRd, be the set of
data observations and x̃ the reconstruction produced based
on an implicit variable of smaller dimension. Then, the RE is
defined by Eq. (4).

RE(x)=
1
N

N∑
n=1
‖ xn− xn‖

2 (4)

In this study, the PCA method is used with the objective
of identifying observations that differ from a large part of
the values, these being the healthy data used for the training
process. When using this approach, prefailure data (anoma-
lies) are expected to have qualitatively distinct attributes from
normal data. Therefore, the PCA anomaly detection model is
trained only on data from one class (healthy samples), and
subsequently predictions are made to find anomalies in the
test data set.

Once the PCA anomaly detection algorithm has been cre-
ated, all phases discussed above are represented in a diagram,
as shown in Fig. 8. Unlike other approaches, such as the neu-
ral autoencoder, the main utility of using PCA as an anomaly
detector is its simplicity. Figure 8 shows the data cleaning,
variable selection, and training stages of the PCA anomaly
detection model.

6 Fault detection indicator (FDI)

For FDI, a threshold is typically established. When the
model’s discovery of anomalies (outliers) exceeds the pre-
determined threshold, an alert is produced. However, given
that the study only used available 10 min SCADA data, there
may be an excessive number of false alarms, leading to
alarm fatigue for WT operators. The FDI that is suggested
to bypass this problem is computed in three phases, which
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Figure 8. First phase of the stated methodology.

are explained in this section. Weekly outliers are aggregated
(counted) using the PCA anomaly detector approach, after
which the exponential weighted moving average (EWMA)
filter (Ratner, 2017) is applied to the weekly outlier count,
and finally a threshold is defined.

6.1 Weekly gathering

SCADA samples for the current work are collected every
10 min, totaling 1008 samples per week. The anomaly detec-
tor with PCA algorithm’s weekly grouping comprises count-
ing the number of samples out of a total of 1008 that are
labeled as anomalies. Formally, the number of samples iden-
tified as anomalies for the given ith week is counted and in-
dicated as Ci .

6.2 Exponential weighted moving average (EWMA)

A well-known technique for smoothing historical data is
the moving average (MA) approach (Hunter, 1986). The
MA has several expansions, each with its own unique fea-
tures, but their fundamental goal is still the same. In this
work, a common MA extension known as EWMA is applied,
which combines the calculation of the weight factor for the
weighted moving average (WMA) and exponential moving
average (EMA). A WMA assigns each observation the same
weight, but an EWMA responds more strongly to recent sam-
ple changes. A parameter, α, must be defined to determine
the importance of each sample in the EWMA calculation.
This technique follows the starting time series more accu-
rately, the higher the value of alpha. The weekly grouping
time series, Ci , is applied to the EWMA formula used in this
study as

EWMAt = αCt + (1−α)EWMAt−1, (5)

where EWMA0 is the mean of previous data and α is the
user-determined weight. One way to specify the parameter α
is in terms of spans, generally known as an n-day EWMA,

α =
2

s+ 1
. (6)

In this work, s = 4, indicating that 4-week groups are
taken into account (around a month). Actually, the conclu-
sions of McKinnon et al. (2020) have an impact on this
choice. They evaluated three different moving windows,
daily, weekly, and monthly, in their study of the impact of
time history on WT failures using SCADA data. The weekly
moving window performs best in terms of discovering fail-
ures compared to the others.

The FDI reports alarms when the total number of anoma-
lies exceeds a specified threshold. The EWMA filter and
weekly counting are then used. The EWMA over the
mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ ) of the training set is cal-
culated. Recalling that values within 3 standard deviations of
the mean make up roughly 99.7 % of a data set with an ap-
proximately normally distributed distribution, the so-called
3σ rule conveys a common heuristic that it is desirable to
regard 99.7 % of probabilities as being close to certain. As
a result, the criterion used in this study specifies that results
greater than 3 standard deviations from the mean should be
regarded as anomalies. Consequently, the threshold is stated
as

threshold= µ+ 3σ. (7)

The flowchart shown in Fig. 9 describes the latter phases
of the approach (from the model of the PCA anomaly detec-
tor already trained). The graphic shows how the inferences
ofXtrain are grouped by week and then filtered to determine a
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Figure 9. Second phase of the stated methodology.

threshold. Then the same procedure is used with the Xtest in-
ferences, but this time the goal is to utilize the previously
established threshold (from Xtrain) to trigger an alert when
the output goes over it.

7 Results

As a result of the proposed study, a predictive maintenance
plan is developed to predict failures in the main bearing of the
wind park. The model only needs healthy data to be trained
and, as a result, allows for detecting anomalies before the
fatal failure occurs.

Figures 10–12 show the figures of the weekly indicator,
using the test data, for each of the 18 WTs, to which the
detection threshold defined for the evaluation of the model
is applied.

When analyzing the figure of each turbine, it can be seen
that WT5 and WT16 have data above the established thresh-
old, indicating the presence of alarms and predicting a failure
during the indicated time.

In the case of the WT5 turbine, based on the information
provided by the wind park, a work order was generated on
11 June 2018 for immediate maintenance of the WT5 tur-
bine, corresponding to a main bearing failure (failure of in-
terest in this study). Using the model, it can be seen in Fig. 10
that three alerts were generated. The first alert generated is
given on 9 April 2018, the next on 16 April 2018, and the
last on the day of failure (10 June 2018). This allows infer-
ring that the system is capable of alerting about this type of
failure months in advance, which allows corrective measures
to be taken in time to avoid emergency shutdowns, additional
costs, and loss of efficiency in energy production. Note that
after peaks (Fig. 11, WT5), the signal drops sharply again for

a long period. This is because the heat created from an ini-
tial failure mode (heating from an initial crack, friction, wear,
etc.) is detected by the methodology, but its appearance is not
continuous over time until the final breakdown. In contrast,
when the failure mode advances, for example, when a crack
propagates, the generated heat appears. When the crack re-
mains still, no further heat is generated; thus, the alarm is set
to off. However, cracks are already present and can advance
at any time, leading to the possible failure of the component.
Thus, in this methodology, whenever the alarm is on (even
when it is set to off after a few weeks), it is highly recom-
mended to check the specific WT.

It is significant that the proposed approach is designed
specifically to detect (using only standard SCADA data,
which are usually 10 min averaged) the possible heat gen-
erated from an initial failure mode, such as the initiation or
propagation of the crack, friction, electrical discharge, and
other failure modes associated with heat release. These types
of failure typically result in a gradual and sustained increase
in temperature (while they evolve) rather than sudden spikes
or drops, which makes them detectable even with low sam-
pling rates, as temperature variables have a low dynamic and
still contain the information of the fault after being 10 min
averaged. With respect to the use of the weekly average, it
is intended to reduce false positives by smoothing out tran-
sient fluctuations in the data that are not indicative of actual
anomalies. Although this averaging may limit the resolution
of the approach, as it could smooth out subtle changes in
the data that could be indicative of early-stage anomalies,
this trade-off is necessary to minimize false alarms and en-
sure practical utility of the methodology (and avoid alarm
fatigue).
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Figure 10. Weekly indicator (WT1–WT6).

On the other hand, analyzing the case of the WT16 tur-
bine, the model generated the alert on 17 December 2018.
And on 26 June 2019, the wind park registered a work or-
der in this WT, due to the presence of a fault in the gearbox.
Although this is not the failure of the study, the detection of
this type of failure may be caused by the high relationship
between the main components where failures were recorded
(low-speed shaft and gearbox) and the use of variables or
characteristics of the model that are mostly exogenous.

In summary, 18 wind turbines were examined, of which
16 were considered healthy and correctly classified as such.
One turbine had the fault of interest and was correctly classi-
fied as faulty. Another turbine had a fault (which was not the
fault of interest) and was classified as faulty, which could be
considered a false alarm. However, in practice, the fact that
an alarm was raised for a fault in a different component could
still be useful, as it indicates the need for maintenance or fur-
ther inspection. Therefore, in addition to the hit rate and error

rate, the practical implications of false alarms should also be
taken into account.

8 Conclusions

In this work, an anomaly detection system is developed and
evaluated by principal component analysis (PCA), in order
to obtain early warnings of possible failures in the main
bearing of the WTs. The stated methodology only requires
healthy data at the time of development of the model, and the
achievements obtained show a functional and efficient sys-
tem in the generation of alerts for the detection of failures.
Among the main advantages of this system are the follow-
ing:

– it is not necessary to implement or purchase new sensors
or additional systems, since only the data acquired by
the SCADA system are used;
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Figure 11. Weekly indicator (WT7–WT12).

– it is not necessary to have a turbine failure history, as
this strategy is developed with a semi-supervised model
that is developed with healthy information only;

– for the training and evaluation of the model, data from
a real wind park in production are used.

It can be concluded that the stated methodology works ac-
curately and efficiently since, when tested over a year in a
complete wind park, it raised alerts months before the fatal
breakdown occurs without false alarms. In addition, it allows
for the detection of failures of not only the main bearing but
also nearby components, thus offering the industry the ben-
efit of predictive maintenance for early planning, guarantee-
ing long-term safe and continuous operation, reducing down-
time, emergency stops, and additional costs.

Finally, while our approach has shown promising results,
there are several areas for future research. One limitation of
our approach is its applicability to new data sets with differ-
ent characteristics, as each WT depends on its own model

trained with its own data. In future work, we plan to ex-
plore the use of transfer learning to overcome this limita-
tion and develop models that can generalize to new data sets.
The results demonstrate that the stated approach is effective
in detecting a main bearing fault that resulted in a signifi-
cant increase in temperature. Although only one failure was
available in the investigated wind park data, which is insuffi-
cient for statistical analysis, any bearing fault leading to heat
release might be detectable by the proposed strategy. How-
ever, to more extensively investigate the performance of the
model, it is necessary to apply it to other wind parks with
main bearing failure issues. Therefore, future work will test
the model on a larger data set to assess its performance in
different scenarios and draw more generalizable conclusions.
While the main bearing temperature was found to be a suit-
able indicator for detecting faults in wind turbines, as also
stated in a recent paper by Murgia et al. (2023), another lim-
itation of the proposed approach is that it cannot precisely
locate the fault or its severity. Further developments could be
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Figure 12. Weekly indicator (WT13–WT18).

pursued in this direction, for instance, by incorporating high-
sampling data and/or additional sensors to improve the pre-
cision of the fault location. However, this may come at the
cost of increased complexity and expense, which we try to
avoid in this work where the main objective is to contribute
a cost-effective solution where all variables used are read-
ily available in all industrial-size wind farms (both older and
newer).
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